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Cover images by: Sergey Novikov/Shutterstock; illustration by Mike Garton/Bright Agency (in the style of Rob McClurkan)

Main artists: Mike Byrne/Advocate Art (child characters); Rob McClurkan/Bright Agency (animal characters)

Illustrations by: Mike Byrne/Advocate Art pp.6, 7, 9, 12, 15, 21, 22, 24, 25, 31, 32, 34, 35, 41, 42, 46, 47, 53, 54, 56, 57, 63, 64, 66, 67, 73, 74, 78, 79, 85, 86, 88, 89, 95, 96, 98, 99, 105, 110, 117, 118, 120, 127, 128, 130, 131, 137, 138, 142, 143, 149, 150, 152, 153, 155, 159, 160, 165, 167, 169, 171, 173, 175, 177, 179, 181, 183, 185, 187, 189, 191; Andy Hamilton/Elephant shoes ink pp.13, 23, 33, 43, 55, 65, 75, 87, 89, 97, 101 (all icons), 119, 129, 139, 151, 161; Rob McClurkan/Bright Agency pp.3, 8, 17, 18, 26, 27, 36, 37, 38, 48, 49, 50, 58, 59, 60, 68, 69, 80, 81, 82, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 100, 101 (Benny), 112, 113, 122, 123, 132, 133, 144, 145, 154, 155; All unit opener and ‘Show me’ Fifi illustrations; Amanda Enright/Advocate Art pp.44, 45, 76, 77; Mike Garton/Bright Agency (in the style of Rob McClurkan) pp.16, 28, 70, 102, 114, 124, 134, 146, 156; Inna Chernyak/Plum Pudding Illustration pp.108, 109, 140, 141; Mirella Mariani/Plum Pudding Illustration pp.104, 105; Ed Myer/Advocate Art p.12

The publisher would like to thank the following for their permission to reproduce photography: Alamy Images pp.30 (Boy in playground/imagebroker), 40 (Emperor penguin with chick/Erik Lornie), 40 (Dolphins/Jeff Rotman), 52 (Girl with umbrella/Fredrick Kippe), 72 (Bee keeper/David Wootton), 72 (Honey bees and queen/Juniors Bildarchiv GmbH) 116 (LED digital clock display/Feng Yu), (Fishing boat/Colin Underhill) 158 (Boy dressed as pirate/love images); Corbis pp.11 (girl with wand/Beau Lark), 52 (Boy climbing tree/Ocean), 52 (Girl playing in wheat field/Ghislain & Marie David de Lossy/cultura), 94 (Girl in the snow/ASTock), 104 (Bumble bee/Henrik Trygg) 148 (Girl playing trumpet/KidStock/Blend Images), 90 (Girl playing piano/Steve Hix/Somos Images), 158 (Boy in superhero costume/KidStock/Blend Images), (Girl wearing princess costume/Jose Luis Pelaez/Blend Images); Getty Images pp.11 (girl with hoop/Marcy Maloy), 16 (Woman holding picture of parrot/Brigette Sire), 75 Image on poster (Two beans in glass jars/Dave King/Dorling Kindersley), 84 (Farmers/Westend61), 84 (Cows/Dollia Sheombar), 84 (Rooster with chickens/Photoduo), 84 (Sheep/Alan Thornton), 94 (Boy on swing/Carol Yepes photographia copyright), 104 (Rain/Nina Mourier) 116 (No. 42 bus/Elliot Elliot) 126 (Girl playing with ball/David Madison), (Table tennis/uniquely india) 148 (Boy playing violin/Monkey Business Images), (Boy playing flute/Camille Tokerud); Oxford University Press p.104 (Steam train/Rob Rayworth), 136 (Spider monkey/AmazonImages); Shutterstock pp.11 (boy with blocks/Katy Spichal), 16 (Fish crayon picture/jcsmilly), 30 (Mother and child in playground/Ekaterina Pokrovsky), 30 (Girl on swing/Kzenon), 40 (Tiger and cub/ehtesham), 62 (Front doors/RTImages), 72 (Bee on flower/Fedorov Oleksiy), 94 (Boy running on grass/Konstantin Sutyagin), 94 (Girl with autumn leaves/Poznyakov), 104 (Bluethroat/Fidel), 116 (20 mph speed limit sign/nto), (Supermarket discount signs/GSerban), 126 (Girl playing basketball/zefart), (Football/Fotokostic), 136 (Deer/imfoto), (Tiger/Anke van Wyk), (Penguin/Fotosin)

Commissioned photography by: Graham Alder/MM studios pp.7, 10, 13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 25, 29, 33, 35, 39, 47, 51, 55, 57, 61, 65, 67, 71, 75, 79, 83, 87, 89, 93, 97, 99, 103, 107, 111, 115, 119, 121, 125, 129, 131, 135, 139, 143, 147, 151, 153, 157, 161; Commissioned photography props by: Jo Brooker pp.13 (shape kids), 20 (fish, parrot and fox), 23 (collage quilt), 25 (robot box) 39 (grandma picture) 55 (sunny display), 65 (room box) 87 (farm), 93 (boy and girl painting), 97 (seasons poster), 119 (card houses), 129 (drawings on whiteboard), 139 masks

With thanks to the following location: Barefoot Books, Oxford